Kawasaki bandit

But the Kawasaki ZRX is really heavy, has a notchy gearbox and the handling and braking feels
outdated compared to the newer Z Kawasaki, or a stack of other cc sized naked roadsters. The
forks are multi-adjustable, but soft and the front end of the Kawasaki ZRX loads up with weight
and pushes the front tyre around when you corner hard. In short, the Kawasaki ZRX is fun to
ride, but not too fast. The Kawasaki ZRX breathes through old school carbs, rather than fuel
injection, which some prefer, although it can be thirsty when given some stick. The five-speed
gearbox is adequate, but the Kawasaki ZRX feels like it could be made slicker somehow. The
Kawasaki ZRX motor will last forever with some regular oil changes. The chassis parts aren't
quite so durable though and the short front mudguard allows plenty of wet weather road muck
onto the matt black downpipes and engine cases. Various Kawasaki ZRX fasteners also suffer
from corrosion quite easily. It isn't any worse than many other budget big retro bikes, but needs
some TLC. The big naked roadster sector of the market is highly competitive these days and the
Kawasaki ZRX is starting to look a bit old fashioned now. Find a Kawasaki ZRX for sale. The
Kawasaki ZRX S version has a decent half fairing, which makes the bike an acceptable solo
touring machine, or commuter. The Kawasaki ZRX also has a good underseat storage space,
plus there's a good sized pillion perch and grab handles for the passenger. Soft luggage would
fit the Kawasaki ZRX pretty easily too. No major changes to date. Read what they have to say
and what they like and dislike about the bike below. Best: Suited my need for a high
performance without having to buy an unmanageable pseudo racer. Worst: Seat. Rubbed my
butt raw literally on a road trip and had to buy bicycle shorts to wear under my clothes on the
mile ride home. Cooling fan circuit was routed too close to something hot and shorted out once.
Yes, have recommended to many friends. Suspension might have to be updated depending on
your weight. Awesome Engine. Power on tap, and I have the tickets to prove it. Bike corners
exceptionally well with right suspension set up and tyre and pressure maintenance. Lights are
brilliant for night riding. Did trip later picked up another ZRX from shop in South Moran did
mountain trips in winter just at commencement of snow season before road closures. Magic
ride even fully loaded. Absolutely brilliant ride after scraping frost of bike. No it wont do km an
hour, been there done that, quite frightening on some bitumen. ZRX has the right power in the
right mid range place for enjoyable and cornering. Easy to tune, easy to replace cam chain and
other parts. Have polished one set of pipes and found stainless beneath paint looks good.
Brakes are brilliant but need the right pads. Bike fell over in garage cracked side cover over
intake air box remainder all OK. Slipped over on dead animal at 25kph on my immaculate ZZR
just before a junction - Bike Written off very sad. Tried Suzuki strangled by minuscule valve
downsize why. No corrosion anywhere, Has Yoshimura muffle. Has run on synthetic since 5K.
Fitted belly pan on one, wavey discs on another, Painted red wheels with Polished sides on one
Similar to dark silver wheels polished sides on another. Difficult choosing ride of the day. That
may have to go soon as age is beating me, not the bikes. Tried track day back in kept up with
most specifically cornering. Anyone who says this bike wallows needs to reset the suspension
settings. Do all my own servicing. Have one ZRX for 15 years keep trying others but the
smoothness of this bike that has shared my rides is still brilliant after K. Has only stopped after
15 kms on diesel petrol mixture after a tantrum pump rage incident. Possible the new triumph cc
Bonneville might tempt me but the ZRX mat soon rest in the garage just in case. One of the
point that made me buy this bike were the powerful twin headlights for night riding and the half
fairing which does the job of keeping the wind at bay, suggest to stick to Bridgestone latest
sports or sport touring tyres for good results. Belly Pan looks the part along with Matching red
grips, Yoshi muffler definitely frees up performance. Oil consumption is still negligible. I replace
chain and sprockets at around 40k sometimes earlier simply to keep it in good condition but
adjustment is rarely needed.. It had been on a pedestal in shop for a long time. But people
clamoured for the sports bikes in been there done that a mad moment seduced by a lone cc
cruiser soon departed. I'm on my second one, the first was an S model, this is a modified R
model. My main beef with the S was the wallow when cornered enthusiastically and the build
quality. The R has been fitted with a USD front end and i'm chasing some different rear
shockers to sort the back end. I love these bikes because they are practical and will tour as long
as the uncomfy seat has been replaced and scratch well enough to induce huge grins. Some
modern "streetbikes" such as the Z offer better handing but without the pillion provision or
underseat storage of the ZRX. All in all, a lot of bike for a relatively small amount of money. I
bought mine brand new in , Ptx'd it 16 months later and bought it back a year on from that, from
the same showroom, cuz I missed it's abilities. In June , I rode it from N. A mile journey taking, 2
days there and 2 back on foreign soil,riding miles per hour day, with 2 days rest in Alicante, The
bike didn't miss a beat. It's soooo comfortable and the 'S' fairing does a proper job of keeping
you cacooned at silly speeds. Over these distances at high speed the fuel dropped to approx 30
mpg and I was filling up every hour, or sometimes less. Which meant day time, mid week fuel

runs through France. The bike handled well on the none motorway stuff, but I've turned my
eccentric axle cams upside down and dropped the forks 12mm, and then wound in front preload
to max and rear to 4, just to try and speed up the steering and enhance suspension
performance, as standard settings give it a Q. II kinda feel. The engine has huge dollops of pull
torque and on the fast roads allows you to stay in top 5th and ride it like a 'twist and go',
overtaking every thing like some kind of video game. It was happiest at revs for this sort of
game, that being 90 ish, but it would happily drag you passed anything at warp factor 9 from 60
onwards. This will bring on the need for brakes, which are pretty good. The front wears 6 pot
callipers and are the same as on Huyabusas, but need regular cleaning to keep all pistons
sliding properly. I've found that the overall build quality is average to OK, but it doesn't get
much better for any other muscle bike. I've replaced all my fasteners with stainless to keep it
looking half decent, and with most ZRX's, you can buy an' bolt on a lot of blingy toys, and there
are plenty of 'I'm a ZRX owner' web sites, some good, some blatantly run by mid 40's guys stuck
in the 80's, maybe that's your bag! The 'Rex' is a great bike around town too, easy to balance 'n'
filter with a standard riding position, allowing you to see properly without straining your black
visored Arai noggin into un-natural positions only a ballerina could attempt. Overall it's nothing
fancy by today's standard but is very comfy and very reliable and parts are easily sorted and
easy to fit. It's 80's technology carbs too!! Not hyper fast, but will probably out perform your
'real world' needs.. I would buy another. The ZRX is the near perfect do it all motorcycle. I have
ridden miles in a day on it. I have taken it to track days and suprised the heck out of many a
plastic fantastic. With a little bit of suspension work new front springs and some revalving , it
can be made to handle surprisingly well. I get great mileage , about 43MPG on a commute. It
apparently works as a great drag bike to. Awesome bike ,some bikes may come and go , but this
one stays. Owners' rating 4. Specs Owners' reviews Bikes for sale For sale. View 14 images.
View bikes for sale. Warranty term Two year unlimited mileage. Other versions None. Engine 5
out of 5. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5. Equipment 5 out of 5. Engine 5 out of 5 Awesome Engine.
Very Long term test 16 years one Zrx two shorter ones. Engine 5 out of 5 Easy to tune, easy to
replace cam chain and other parts. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Do all my own servicing.
Equipment 5 out of 5 One of the point that made me buy this bike were the powerful twin
headlights for night riding and the half fairing which does the job of keeping the wind at bay,
suggest to stick to Bridgestone latest sports or sport touring tyres for good results. Equipment
4 out of 5. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5. Equipment 3 out of 5. Kawasaki ZRX motorcycle review Riding. Medium Summary of owners' reviews. Back then, a bike were a bike imagine in crackly
old fogie voice. Plastic was reserved for side panels and chrome for the four into howling pipe.
Aye, them were the days. Photo Credit: Wilfred Gaube Errr, anyway, as I was saying, the Bandit
promised a renewed interest in naked retro bikes. A year later the Bandit came out. The
following year the was dropped from the Canadian line up. Suddenly it all started to look like a
flash in the pan â€¦ that was until Kawasaki decided to dust off the old Eddie Lawson Replica KZ
to come up with the new ZRX Even better, they brought it into Canada! Besides, any excuse to
get our grubbies on a Bandit for a week of mayhem is always worth doing. In the time honoured
tradition of modern naked bikes, the ZRX is a bit of a bitsa bike. That is, a bike essentially made
up from the bits of others. The motor is the liquid cooled four cylinder jobbie from their ZX Not
overly, but at first glance it looks like a big machine. A quick look at the spec sheet reveals all.
Seat height is only mm. The Bandit? But more on the Bandit later. The ZXR bars are slight
raised, wide tubular type which allow for easy steering at low speeds. Combine this with a
torquey wheelie inducing motor and you have a muscle bike that lives to carve up the urban
roads. Between lights the ZRX will happily loft the front wheel and almost lift the rear on
stopping. The front brake is the twin disc, dual six yes six! Unfortunately, the mass of the bike
tends to cause the front tire to loose grip just as the back starts to lift, which spoils the stoppie
show somewhat. Out on the highway that little bikini fairing does a pretty good job. It diverts
most of the blast from the upper body up to about the shoulders. Okay, bitch over, I just had to
let it out. Happy place â€¦ ommhhhhh. Highway stability is excellent. What else is there? Did I
mention the chrome-bezeled tach and speedo? The storage compartment? Big and I mean big
space under the seat. Kawasaki market it as a space for a u-lock, but it looks like they forgot to
put an air box in. Still, you can never have enough storage space, right? Maybe double up as a
good space to hold all the speeding tickets.. A couple of gripes are firstly the mirrors. As
opposed to the Bandits, which look like shite but work well. Secondly, I found the gear box to be
somewhat reluctant. Sometimes, it would take two or three jabs to change. Maybe jut a running
in thing, but the Bandit was silky and it had just come out of the crate. Oh yeah, and the model
we had was a Japanese home version. Not that I ever took it there anyway. Pretty similar really.
Style wise the two bikes are very similar, the Bandit erring towards a more curvaceous profile
as opposed to the angular Kawi. Again, a steel cradle frame does the honours with a shiny 4

into 1 pipe and largish bikini fairing up front. Actually, on paper, they could almost be the same
bike. They even have very similar gruntmeister engine characteristics. Both pull hard from low
down and deliver hard all the way through the revs. At speed the extra couple of inches on the
fairing over the Kawi keep the wind off the upper body completely. Yer head inevitably gets
some of the blast, resulting in more noise rather than expected neck bending force. But only
just. Either way, what you see is what you get â€¦ muscle, and lots of it. Whenever it was parked,
slowly but inevitably, a crowd would gather. The assembled mass stared quietly â€” perhaps
further undressing its already naked form. And while on the subject of secret fetishes, if yours
is picking up year old men, then this is the bike for you. The crowds that gathered and the
heads that turned all belonged to that same demographic group. In the early eighties, there were
almost five times as many new bikes sold annually in Canada as there have been in recent
years. Back then, though it was unbeatable on paper, and often victorious on the track, in reality
on the street it was burly, surly and unforgiving, not to mention uncomfortable and rare. Photo
Credit: Rob Harris Of course, that was then. Those riders have grown up now, and many of them
have the money and the time to finally afford what they really wanted then. Conveniently, the
bikes available today have grown up as well. Most importantly, usability. Both are quite
comfortable to ride for long periods, with the superior comfort award going to the Kawasaki.
This seating position is mostly a result of a lower handlebar â€” nice and wide for good
leverage, and the comfortably rearset pegs. Of course, with that sportier intent comes the
sportier read: much firmer suspension. Great for fast riding and handling, but perhaps a little
harsh on less than perfect roads. When you do begin to push the ish pounds of ZRX a little
harder, you can appreciate the additional feedback that the firmer suspension offers. I was
pleasantly surprised at how easy it was to muscle through both tight and higher speed turns.
The steering was much lighter and more accurate than I expected. Photo Credit: Wilfred Gaube
This also translated into remarkable low-speed handling. The only thing to disappoint in these
tight maneuvers was the minimally excessive steering lock, allowing thumbs to be crushed
between the bars and the tank at full lock. And it would be a shame to dent or scuff that tank
with your thumbs or anything else. It has gobs of power. It has cheap and easy tuning potential
for even more power. About the worst thing I could say about it is that the wind over the
windshield was a bit noisy for my liking. A little bit of sport and a little bit of style. And those
brakes. And that swingarm. And the suspension. And liquid cooling. And the seat. And the
paint. And most of all, prettier mirrors. Canada Moto Guide is here to provide motorcycle news,
reviews and features from a Canadian and often rather warped perspective. Contact us: info
canadamotoguide. Sign in. Log into your account. Forgot your password? Password recovery.
Recover your password. Get help. Canada Moto Guide. Motorcycles Test Rides. Photo Credit:
Wilfred Gaube Out on the highway that little bikini fairing does a pretty good job. Arrow points
to guilty man. This modified Bandit 12 pulled up while we were having coffee and donuts. Front
end is off a GSX-R Photo Credit: Wilfred Gaube This seating position is mostly a result of a
lower handlebar â€” nice and wide for good leverage, and the comfortably rearset pegs. Photo
Credit: Wilfred Gaube About the worst thing I could say about it is that the wind over the
windshield was a bit noisy for my liking. Join the conversation! Cancel reply. Read more. You've
heard everyone else. Motorcycles sprout wings and the industry is all a flutter. Can advances in
aerodynamics make bikes better? Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by email. Photo Credit:
Wilfred Gaube. Photo Credit: Daniela Stranscak. Photo Credit: Rob Harris. Bandit Photo Credit:
Wilfred Gaube. The Kawasaki Z simply hammers its rivals of the time in the naked sector with a
genuine back wheel bee-aitch-pees, which it marries to insane looks and an addictive
personality that echo its bigger, madder Z brother. This could be the ultimate commuter. In this
bike was replaced by the second generation Kawasaki Z The two-piston brakes are budget
items but effective enough to pull easy stoppies. Other than that the Z is a hassle-free ride, with
service intervals spaced oddly at , , and 12, miles. New bikes tumble in value, which makes them
a great used buy. Find a Kawasaki Z for sale. Kawasaki ZS: Same machine with the addition of a
somewhat clumsy-looking, though effective, top fairing. Read what they have to say and what
they like and dislike about the bike below. All round great bike fun to ride abs sounds great!
Just could do with better brakes, apart from that great naked bike with hours of fun. I changed
the visor with a double bubble and worked a little with the seat for long distances. Did km in one
day about miles with not much of a problem. Next step will be the 70's Z colours! Ride quality
pretty good not as good as my '00 Fazer and my '08 Bandit though. What brakes? Come on
Kawasaki! That's a bhp modern machine, not a GPX yeah, had one too!! It could do better with
something more modern and four callipers. Compared to my Fazers and my Bandit, it's very
'vibey' and I get a lot of noise from the panel. Does anyone else? Torque like a V-twin, great
sound in low rpm, even with standard can. If it was in a sport tourer, everyone would forget the
VFR With good maintenance this bike will last forever. Although I'm a very careful and

''light-handed'' rider late 30's , I think we have a motorcycle shaped diamond here. The thing is
that I owned two Fazers, a Bandit and an Africa Twin and all of them felt more ''classy'' while
riding. Well, ''Made in Japan'' is written all over it. I expect the other two any time now. Standard
services can be done easily by myself. The chain and sprockets are as good as new after km
miles? Oh,forgot the panels internal lights. Pretty expensive 25 euros from the Kawasaki dealer
and a pain in the ass to change. Nothing missing but an LCD screen and a better seat for the
pillion stock one is slippery. No centre stand unfortunately. A taller fly screen is needed if you
are around my size 6'2''. Buying experience: Bought it from a guy that left it for big periods of
time in his backyard that's why only km in almost 10 years. Unfortunately there was a knitting
factory beside his backyard so I spent few hours collecting threads from the sprockets.
Purchased the after GPZ got side swiped by a Fiesta. Bullet proof engineering, beauty to ride.
Only point that lets it down is the suspension, ride it hard or over an uneven surface and you
feel the softness, easily sorted with Hagon up rates. Really can't fault the Good fun mid range
bike, but with the grunt to take on some other bigger sports bikes. I have even done a mile non
stop ridr and got off a little tored but nothing excessive. Does every thing you want of it. Brakes
are reasonable but really needed uprateing. Power and torque are nearly always on tap, and its
fairly difficult to get it wrong. Keep engine oil and the coolant clean and topped up and there is
no problem. Styling makes it look aggressive and Kawasaki engineering makes the bike almost
bullet proof. Done just over 4, miles with no problems. Back tyre will be eaten within 3 - miles if
too heavy on the throttle. Keep an eye on parts hidden by plastic panels, especially in winter.
Usual checks and minor checks and servicing keeps this going. Fairing is adequate, does not
offer full protection, but tuck in at speed and works fine. Instrument panels clear and precise.
All other panels enhance the sporty look of the bike. Only point I would ask for, is a temp gauge
on it. For a liquid cooled bike I really would like to know if my bike was over heating due to a
problem. This included a FULL service and new radiator, fan and grill before it left the shop.
Bike is very easy to ride! BUT if you want to ride it hard you better get used to swinging through
the whole apex, bike does not inspire confidence in long corners with high speed! Also brakes
are not made for hard braking! Thinking it must have been a misprint i took a closer inspection
looking for crash damage or sky high milage but to my surprise found nothing wrong. With a
lowish 33,km and just a small scuff here and there, it was loaded with extras. I asked for a test
ride and bought it on my return. Nearly 1 year on i can't fault it especially for the price. Brakes
are good and again more than you'll ever need 99 percent of the time. After a diet of Ducati's,
Triumphs and lots of rides on expensive, exotic, powerful and fancy race replicas. I am now a
huge Kawasaki fan, engineering seems indestructible and I don't have to worry about my bike
having to be treated like a garage queen. Highly recommend if you want a very fast, naked road
bike that is comfortable and dependable as year round commute but thrilling enough on the odd
track day and a blasting around a winding road, it truly is a universal Japanese motorcycle. The
Z grows on you and the more you ride it the more you'll realise you don't need any other bike in
your life. I got a z in with miles on the clock for 3 grand, and I must say what a bargain. It was
my second bigger bike. When I first got it I didn't like it. I thought it was a nothing bike. Not a
cruiser, not a sports bike, not a big trailie, just nothing. But the longer I had it I realised, its not a
nothing bike, its an everything bike! Pretty good at everything! The Bike: Suspension and
brakes are pretty cheap to be honest, but they work. The engine is stonking. A bit bland, but
with a can sounds a bit more gruff. I had the z upto mph! I've not even had my z that fast! I'm
probably abit more chicken now. Over all it is a great bike that you can do anything on. The
handling is good enough for british roads and I once kept up with a and gsxr racing each other
at speeds of upto mph round loch lomand. But I use to go to work on it too. If I had another I'd
go for the S model with more wind protection. On the other hand the is the same to tax and
insure and has better suspension, brakes, has a little wind protection and more low down grunt.
But if you get a good deal on a , what a great bike for doing everything on. The only problem I
have with mine is the mirrors, they are great for looking at my shoulders. I don't seem to get any
of the vibes that other people seem to get. Over all for me a great bike. Bought this bike
yesterday its an amazing machine very fast, but also can be very commutable only 2 thing sid
say are 1 being the mirrors with the vibration, and 2 being the rear shock seems a bit stiff. I had
the older style Fazer for 6 years and felt like like a change. I saw a s and went away and did
some homework. The weak points seem to be suspension ,brakes ,comfort ,vibration and poor
mirrors. I bought the bike from 3X in Dorset and they let me take it for a test ride on my own for
a couple of hours first. I like everything about the bike apart from the mirrors everything was a
blur and just your elbows I really found this a problem driving on the motorway I had no idea
what was going on around me. I found the solution on a USA web site buy some Buell xb12r
firebolt mirrors. There is a short and long shaft version the long shaft is needed or you'll still be
looking at your elbows. After 2 years still love this bike to bits. Still got hard ass seat and crap

mirrors, but what a motor. Don't seem to suffer from the vibes everyone else is talking about.
Had thought about changing this year, but can't find anything else comparable so far. If only
Kawasaki did a half faired version of the new model. Great bike everywhere, town b roads etc,
even did 2 laps of Isle of Man during practice week, Just doesn't disappoint at all. I bought my Z
a few months ago. I thought that was a lot of bike for the price considering coming from a
dealer. Good points: Mine is the bright orange J version and looks awesome and stands out a
mile. The digital dash looks amazing with it's rev meter as a curved bar and glows a evil red. Its
a completely different riding style to a sportsbike which I found awkward at first but found it
more fun and appealing especially on backroads and in town. It feels like you can throw it
around the corners and make you feel safe doing so. The engine rev's like most in-line fours do
and screams to be ridden harder and faster. Though still works wonderfully at a more steadily
pace. The last owner had taken the elbow seeing wing mirrors off and put bar-end mirrors on
instead. At first I didn't like them but they work so much better, don't vibrate and stops making
your Z looking like a insect. So it's worth looking into. I have a tail tidy which really works for
the bike. It shows off its backside and makes the bike look meaner than it already is. Bad
Points: The main seat is alot harder than you'd expect. Though having said this, comparing it to
my Ducati its an arm chair. I do find it weird that the pillion seat is a lot softer and more comfy.
My girlfriend complains that the pillion seat handle is too tight against the seat and cannot get
her gloves underneath it, though I put this down to never being used and will eventually give a
little. Overall: Its a mad bike and looks great. It rides really well and is a blast on the backroads. I
bought this bike to stop me racking up bills and mileage of my I wanted something really fun, to
go a bit mental with, and know that I can thrash it without a hefty service bills and reliability
issues. Its a great bike and I never thought I would buy a bright orange naked style bike. I agree
with the others if your looking for something to put a smile on your face then this bike will do
you justice! I've had mine since , have over-capitalised on it heftily and don't regret a shekel
spent. The engine is a peach, as is the basic balance of the bike. It's so easy to ride you find
yourself going faster with far less effort in far more situations. The trick is, it steers beautifully.
It's not a motorway bike, but here in New Zealand that's rarely a problem. The trouble, as your
review says, is crude suspension. You could also have added that the seat is a proctologist's
nightmare. Mine now has an Ohlins rear, a Racetech revalve on the front and a very discrete
Corbin saddle to replace said instrument of torture. A tail tidy and carbon pipe Shark have some
beauties improve the aesthetics of what's actually a very good-looking bike. It's certainly better
resolved visually than the cluttered later model. I love mine now and don't want to sell it. Last
year I did a bit of a streetfighter black-out on it â€” didn't even replace the badging. The brakes
could be better but I might just stick some braided hoses on and then go have a lie down. Rust
is a bit of an issue so you need to stay on top of that. Anyway, I now have a bike that works like
a fat, fast motard; great round town and in twisties. I don't do track days - maybe I should. It
would cope but might feel a little odd. It's a bike for the road. Bought a s model last summer as
a replacement for my er-5 which I had racked up miles in a year. Great engine with a decent
amount of grunt and decent handling. The only down sides are that the seat can be a bit hard
after a couple of hours and the mirrors are fucking useless unless you want to see your
shoulders. Overall, docile enough to potter around town and fast enough to scare you shitless
oun the open road. Done miles now and it still makes me grin every time i ride it. Exhaust note
is lovely but i fitted a stubby cambell cuestom and it now sounds fantastic. Power delivery is
good can keep up with most gr8 round town and on A roads but not so good on motoways.
Can't think of a better allrounder. Absolute blast - totally bonkers. As long as you dont want
high speed wind protection then this is the baby - good looking, handles ok, is quick, sounds
great on standard pipe yes it is standard officer! Zed went when I had an unmissable chance to
fulfill a lifelong dream and own a Harley. Halrey Bob is great and everything I expected I have
just my Z and am totaly smitten. I got a fantastic deal as the previous owner had kitted it out
with everything that I would ahve wanted. This bike really doesnt need a great deal to enhance
its looks. I have had a few bikes and have never gelled with any of them the way that I have with
the Zed. Easy to ride, turns on a nine pence, bucket loads of torque and enough horses to keep
your licience quivering in the corner of your wallet. An afertmaket screen made all the difference
on long rides. Insurance is quite reasonable and consumables seem to be fairly priced. The lack
of a fairing makes you stay at reasonable speeds unless you are Geoff Capes. The only quible
I'd have is there doesn't seem to be many bungee hocks to allow for long distance exploring. It
really is a thing of beauty. Very good handling and power. The seat is little bit hard after longer
ride. Otherwise I am very happy with it, because at the moment I am mostly riding inside the
town. I definitely wouldn't recommend this for longer journeys. For commuting to work excellent. I love the bike anyway! After 5 years owning a zx6r j1 it was looking a bit tatty and as I
use it mainly for commutes I bought an 06 z just because it looked ok and the price was

right,Big mistake do not trade your sportsbike for a naked. The previous owner had only had the
bike 3 months and added these parts in that 3 months. I've since added a Scottoiler and alarm
and can't complain for what I've paid. If you're looking at changing the can I would definately
invest in a power commander and dyno time as it really does make a difference to the fuelling
and running of the bike. Finish is certainly iffy, my heel plates have worn the finish through to
the metal, as such I am certainly considering a set of rear sets and will be looking around at the
bike show for a decent set, maybe black to go with the rest of the bike? Strengths: Engine,
looks, engine note. Weaknesses: Finish, rear brake, vibrating mirrors. Handling seems fine to
me, but not got pegs down as yet. Looks fantastic - in black. Strengths: Looks , engine once
running in complete , comfort. Weaknesses: Vibey mirrors - any cures out there. Have not
revved it past but plenty of torque revs onwards. I have experienced the occasional false neutral
Not regular and may be down to me being lazy. Strengths: Looks, power and lots of bike for you
money. Weaknesses: None thus far. Having had a CBRF before this, I wanted a reliable and
nimble bike for my commute that could be a blast when I wanted it to. This bike is a real
pleasure to ride, the handling is confidence inspiring and fun yet it has enough poke to keep the
adrenalin flowing and allows me to keep up with all but the fastest bikes out there. I find myself
so much more confident leaning into tight bends than I ever did on the CBR. Only things that
lag behind the performance of the rest of the bike are the suspension slightly soft and the
brakes needs a good squeeze to get best of them ; but given the price this is a top bike that
gives no end of pleasure to ride. I can tootle round town on it or make RR riders look silly and
its so easy to scratch, wheelie and be an absolute loon on. Its looks are awesome with the rad
cover wheel rims belly pan Ect. Strengths: Lodsa grunt, looks comfort go down town or the
south of France totally reliable very economical. Weaknesses: Suspention not as good as could
be rear shock a bit hard finish needs improving. Being a novice I saught as many reviews as I
could including ones from this web site as to what bike should be my first. I had looked at the
Suzuki SV and Bandit but decided that the reports on the ZS would stop me being bored within
my first couple of years as I gained experience. Not being shy, just weeks after passing my test,
I purchased my S and after running it in drove from Reading to Edinburgh and back via Belfast
and the whole of the west coast of Ireland. Strengths: Fun, insurance, image. Weaknesses:
Looks, reliability. I was all set up ready to buy a ZS until I took one out on a road test on the
Motorway for an hour. I also found that I was getting vibrations through my feet and also from
the edge of the saddle. I would appreciate any feedback from owners of the bike who can tell me
whether they have managed to cure the vibrating mirrors and also whether my test bike was a
rogue bike and yours does not suffer from the other vibration spots that I listed. Nice exhaust
note. This is my first proper bike, having done my direct access after having a for 2 months. I
took a lot of advice from all the local bike shops and tried to get as many different opinions as
possible after admitting I really knew very little about bikes. I wanted a bike that would not eat
me alive to start with but would keep me excited for a year or two while I gained more
experience, and this was the one that seemed to tick all the boxes. Having ridden it for 6 months
through the winter, I'm loving it, but do not have any previous rides to compare it to. It's
definately quick, pretty solid and stable, looks alright, is comfortable and feels like a proper
bike. It bites well into the corners and builds confidence, but needs quite an assertive grip on
the throttle. It's very comfortable pootling around town under rpm, but then unleashes quite a
nice howl and arm pulling blast of acceleration when you get onto open roads. Strengths:
Powerful and stable as a first bike, but never scary. Pretty in black. Never missed a beat on the
coldest mornings. Weaknesses: Vibrating mirrors. Some early corrosion on rear shock from
winter use. Sometimes neutral takes a bit of finding. I bought a secondhand 04 Zed and I've run
up odd miles since I bought it. I love this bike. It looks great. I find it very comfortable and the
wide bars give loads of leverage. It loves to be chucked on its ear and it pulls very strongly. The
engine is lovely and has a great tone especially at low revs. I can't wait to see how it sounds
with new can on. The only downpoints are: Poor mirrors, finish is a bit iffy in places get a can of
ACF to combat any corrosion and the suspension's a bit bouncy reduce the pre-load a notch
maybe , Strengths: Looks, engine, handling, price, attitude. Weaknesses: Mirrors, wind blast,
bouncy suspension. Now completed miles and waiting for its service and new rear tyre. This is
a great fun bike, nimble steering and a good strong engine make for plenty fun on twisties.
Looks are cool with a Kawasaki screen and single seat unit although it would look better still
with the Z upside-downies. Negative points are, suspension: rock hard rear shock combined
with short chassis make the bike a handfull in mid corner bumps, soft forks are low on damping
and harsh at the same time. Brakes are only just good enough, and the fuel injection makes the
throttle a bit 'digital' at small openings. Finish is OK, but the clock is misting over from inside
and the top yoke paint worn where the key fob rubs. But I love it. Strengths: Engine, steering
agility, looks, attitude, reliability so far. Weaknesses: Suspension quality. Bike does "everything

it says on the tin" but am experiencing annoying vibration at - spoke to the dealer
Bikeworld,Dublin whose mechanic advised that this was the norm for the Zs Anyone
experiencing the same? For the money it is definitely the best bike in the naked middleweight
crowd. I am very happy I chose it over the Fazer after completing the running in etc. The engine
is superb and creates gobs of power wherever you want it. As a result it seems to have helped
my riding speed up considerably as it is much easier to be in the right rev range for pulling
away from corners compared to some of the sports 's and their narrow power band. This is the
first in line 4 I've owned after being a twin man so far. I thought it would annoy me by being up
and down the gears all the time when using it for town riding but that hasn't been the case at all.
The handling at the front end is superb aided by the excellent BT's supplied with the bike and
you will feel confident to start getting it on it's side pretty quickly. Criticisms: Can be prone to
false neutrals if you crash it up or don't through the gears too quickly. Rear shock has a
tendency to spring you out of the seat if you hit a pothole. Handling - top notch Looks - seems
to get checked out by non-bikers even more than your supersport clones. Weaknesses: Very
occasional false neutrals. Rear shock - Usual Kawasaki cack May just be me but it seems prone
to scratches High pitch whistling noise all the time is a bit annoying. Bought the Bike a few
months ago, when I finished running it in, it changed from a teddy bear to a beast, wow what a
rush. Few issue's though, false neutrals regularly occurring will try adjusting the lever , paint on
tank is naff, full of scratches may get this changed if Kawasaki agree , suspension can chuck
you out of the seat when hitting bumps in the road and an annoying buzz at rpm, no such
problems on my five year old bandit Owners' rating 4. Specs Owners' reviews Bikes for sale For
sale. View 19 images. View bikes for sale. Warranty term Two year unlimited mileage. Other
versions Kawasaki ZS: Same machine with the addition of a somewhat clumsy-looking, though
effective, top fairing. Engine 4 out of 5. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5. Equipment 4 out of 5. Engine 5
out of 5 Superb! Equipment 3 out of 5 Nothing missing but an LCD screen and a better seat for
the pillion stock one is slippery. Equipment 4 out of 5 Fairing is adequate, does not offer full
protection, but tuck in at speed and works fine. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5. Equipment 3 out of 5.
Engine 5 out of 5. Equipment 2 out of 5. Equipment 5 out of 5. Value vs rivals 3 out of 5. Engine
1 out of 5. Value vs rivals 2 out of 5. Engine 3 out of 5. Kawasaki Z motorcycle review - Riding.
Medium Summary of owners' reviews. Suzuki Bandit is available in 3 colours and Kawasaki
Ninja is available in 2 colours and 1 variant. Apart from prices, you can also find comparison of
these bikes based on displacement, mileage, performance, and many more parameters.
Comparison between these bikes have been carried out to help users make correct buying
decision between Suzuki Bandit and Kawasaki Ninja Good Things. Could be better. Character
missing!!!!! The bike is loaded with features and is comfortable too but one thing I noticed is th.
Compare Speed Triple RS bike with:. Ex-showroom price. BikeWale take utmost care in
providing you the accurate information about prices, feature, specs, and colors for comparison
of Suzuki Bandit vs Kawasaki Ninja For comparison of Suzuki Bandit vs Kawasaki Ninja , the
base version has been considered. You can compare any version for the comparison of Suzuki
Bandit vs Kawasaki Ninja No suggestions found Search by bike name e. Select city Current
Location. Popular Cities. Hide common features. Suzuki Bandit Version SA. Kawasaki Ninja
Version SX. Add another bike. Suzuki Bandit SA Bandit has been discontinued. Kawasaki Ninja
SX Check on-road price. BikeWale's Take. Could be better BikeWale team will soon update
things that could be better about Suzuki Bandit. Extremely heavy at kgs Difficult to ride in city
traffic Expensive after-sales. Compare with similar bikes. Compare Scrambler bike with:.
Compare FR bike with:. Compare Z bike with:. Compare Z H2 bike with:. Compare Panigale V2
bike with:. Compare Africa Twin bike with:. Compare Ninja bike with:. Compare Street Triple RS
bike with:. Compare Versys bike with:. Popular comparisons Street Scooters Cruisers Sports.
Disclaimer: BikeWale take utmost care in providing you the accurate information about prices,
feature, specs, and colors for comparison of Suzuki Bandit vs Kawasaki Ninja Download Mobile
App. Riding Range Km Maximum distance a petrol bike can travel on a full fuel tank and an
electric bike can travel on a full charge. Mileage - Owner Reported kmpl BikeWale collects
mileage information from bike owners to provide you with the actual mileage that you might get.
Horizontal Back-link, gas-charged rear shock with rebound damping and spring preload
adjustability. The bike is loaded with features and is comfortable too but one thing I noticed is
th All reviews. All Trail Series and Series 46 suspension have 2. Ultra durable bottom out
bumpers on all shock bottoms. And spherical bearings on all shock mounting for smooth
action. High volume extra large hard coated aluminum external reservoir for greater oil volume
to help prevent shock fade. All four rebuildable and serviceable direct replacement nitrogen
charged performance shocks at an affordable price for your UTV. Just bolt on and go no
modifications needed. Billet aluminum spanner nuts allows you to adjust spring preload without
removing the shocks. Vehicle specific Pre-valved for best all around UTV performance and

improved compression and rebound compared to oem shocks. Gives second life to any UTV
with stock suspension. Adds wheel travel to any UTV with stock sagging springs on the factory
suspension due to our heavier race inspired springs. Allowing you to use larger tires or add
extra cargo weight. And giving you more ground clearance. Bandit UTV suspension was
founded in in Columbus, Michigan to offer affordable high quality shocks that exceed OE
specifications tailored to meet the unique needs of different UTV owners. We have over 40 years
of experience in the industry and combine this with our dedication to ensure every UTV owner
has the best off road experience. Our experienced and passionate professionals are experts in
custom performance suspension for Utv's. Our 1 goal is to ensure that you have increased the
longevity of your suspension and the smoothness of your travels thanks to the external
adjustments and heavy duty race inspired springs we offer. You can be certain that our UTV
shocks will come in handy for dunes, racing, mudding, rock crawling and trails, which means
that you don't have to worry about the terrain. With over 40 years in off road experience, you
can be certain that we know what high quality shocks truly means. Our experience coupled with
our unrivaled customer support and high quality products that exceed most of the suspension
products in the market, are a true representation of our commitment to quality and customer
satisfaction. At Bandit UTV suspension, we treat every customer as though they were our only
customer. We blend the efficiency of a small business with the operational capacity of a large
business to meet small and large customer orders. So whether you are needing suspension
shocks for one UTV or a fleet of UTVs for your next off road ride, you can count on us to offer
unparalleled support and deliver everything when and where you need it. Message received. All
Questions about our products can be answered through Email only. We answer all emails in the
order received. If you are waiting for a response please check your spam mail or look at the day
you sent the email. We are a Small Family Owned Business and strive to provide our customers
with high quality products at Affordable prices. Large volume 52mm steel bodies on certain
models. Dual rate race inspired or Progressive springs. King Shocks custom tuned, UTV
performance shock kit gives your Kawasaki Teryx unparalleled levels of performance and ride
quality. Each side x side shock kit was developed with punishing real world testing to develop
the optimal damping curve and spring rate. UTV shock kits available for stock height or long
travel aftermarket suspensions provide easy bolt-on installation and adjustable ride height. If
you are seeing this it means you do not have javascript enabled in your browser. Please enable
javascript and refresh the page. Beautifully anodized aircraft quality billet aluminum
construction.. They are hard chromed and micro-polished to a 6 RA finish for extended seal life.
Clearly marked, ergonomic knob design is easy to use even while wearing gloves. Individual
detents make each click of adjustment easy to feel while turning. Each of the twenty levels of
adjustment offers precise compression damping control ranging from very soft to very firm.
Bolt on installation available in stock lengths or extended versions for long travel suspensions.
Wide range compression adjuster can be retro-fitted to existing King Shocks. Integrated
piggyback style mounted light weight hard anodized aluminum alloy reservoirs dissipate heat
quickly and will not rust due to gas charging contamination. Reservoir mount bolts securely to
the shock and includes a quad sealed fluid transfer tube. Urethane foam bump stop included to
cushion when bottoming. Machined with our own truncated thread design for ultimate strength
and trouble free spring preload and ride height adjustments. Aluminum components are
machined from aircraft quality billet. Steel Teflon lined spherical bearings for smooth
articulation and long life with no metal to metal contact. King Shock Technology, Inc. Suzuki's
big Bandit has been hugely popular over the years for one reason above all others: it has given
its owners a hell of a lot of motorbike for their money. From the original Bandit in , through a
major revision five years later, the big Suzuki has provided heaps of four-cylinder grunt,
unburstable reliability, sound handling, versatility and a dash of raw style. And above all, it has
provided brilliant value for its owners' hard-earned dosh. So in updating the Bandit even more
significantly this year, by giving it a liquid-cooled engine for the first time to help get through
Euro3 emissions regs, Suzuki faced a major challenge. They had to introduce a more
sophisticated engine, and add some straight-line performance while keeping the flexible,
rider-friendly nature of the big beast. Ideally they also needed to improve the handling while
keeping the Bandit image intact. And most of all, they needed to do all this while retaining the
traditionally competitive price. They certainly managed the last bit. In tests such as this it's
normal to cover every aspect of the bike's performance before mentioning how much it costs in
the last few lines. So Suzuki have delivered on the price, but what about the bike itself? Well
you have to look pretty closely to spot the differences between old and new, but the
liquid-cooled motor is obvious enough from its smooth cylinder barrels and the rectangular
radiator bolted on in front. If owners of the old model look more closely they might notice that
the main sections of the steel frame are 4mm thicker in diameter, which Suzuki says makes it

ten per cent stiffer. Other mods include a slightly longer swing-arm, plus stiffer springs and
uprated damping in the suspension at both ends. That engine has a capacity of cc, up from cc,
and is all new rather than borrowed from an existing liquid-cooled model. The extra cubes come
from a lengthened, 79mm stroke rather than bigger bore, which remains at 64mm. As before
there are twin cams and 16 valves, but valve design is now bucket-and-shim, and service
intervals are doubled to 15, miles. The bottom-end is revamped, gaining a balancer shaft and
six-speed gearbox for the first time. There's no change to the claimed maximum of Despite all
that, anyone familiar with the old model would be instantly at home. View from the pilot's seat
which as before can be switched between two positions 20mm apart, by unbolting adjusters on
the underneath is the same low screen and slightly raised one-piece bar. The round-faced
clocks, which include a bar fuel gauge and digital speedo as well as analogue tacho, are
retained, although there's now an injection warning light plus a trip counter that's triggered
when the low-fuel light comes on. The fuel tank now includes a pump so has lost a litre of
capacity, reducing it from 20 Litres to the 19 that it held before being enlarged six years ago.
That's not ideal, but most details are well thought-out, and the riding position is as roomy as
ever. Most riders should be able to get both boots on the ground easily enough, thanks to the
reasonably low seat mm in the lower position and the new engine's slightly narrower cylinder
head. You get a first hint of the added refinement when the Bandit fires up in restrained style, its
sound muffled by the blend of jacketed cylinders, double-walled four-into-one exhaust system,
and twin-layered engine sprocket cover. But it's the new motor's smoothness that is the biggest
difference by far. There's still that familiar Bandit surge from low revs, but the slight buzziness
of the old aircooled lump is gone. At first it felt almost strange not to experience that slight
big-aircooled-Suzuki tingling through the pegs, but I very soon got used to it. Especially as the
Bandit's trademark low-rev grunt was very much present and correct. The low-rev torque
increase didn't feel like 18 per cent, perhaps because the fuel-injection system gave a slightly
less abrupt throttle response than the old CV carbs. But the new bike was superbly responsive
from well below rpm, and pulled with glitch-free efficiency from as low as rpm. That flexibility
was always welcome, whether I was powering out of a bend or lazily tweaking the throttle to
Strom past a line of cars without the need to change down. Crucially the smoothy-chops Bandit
still had some raw character to go with its new-found 21st-century efficiency. It put a big grin on
my face when the throttle was wound open, Stroming forward at bar-bending rate until the
digital speedo was reading mph while I crouched behind the very welcome screen. The
S-model's wind protection allowed fairly effortless cruising at up to the ton mark, at which point
the engine was revving at barely rpm thanks to the new, semi-stacked gearbox's extra ratio. The
motor's so flexible that it arguably doesn't need six gears, but the change was so sweet that I'm
not about to complain. That new-found smoothness should help make the S a capable long-haul
bike, though there are a couple of niggles. Its fairing is too narrow to protect the pilot's hands
from wind or rain, and the fuel tank's reduced capacity will limit range, though most owners
should still get miles or more before needing to stop. At least the mirrors were large and widely
spaced enough to give a clear view behind. In most respects the Bandit is respectably practical,
with its broad dual-seat, sturdy grab-rail, bungee hooks and centre-stand. The big Suzuki does a
pretty good job of impersonating a sports bike, too. At kg dry, six kilos heavier than the old
model, it's no lightweight. But the chassis is rigid and well damped enough to cope, and the
Bandit is fun to flick through bends, despite its unchanged and relatively conservative steering
geometry. On standard settings the 43mm forks felt as though they were rebounding slightly as
I eased off the front brake entering a bend, but reducing the preload the only adjustment
available up front cured that. Suspension at both ends generally felt firm without being harsh,
so the revamped units get the thumbs-up. The rising-rate Showa rear shock gave a comfortable
ride on its standard setting, and ground clearance was adequate even when the bike was
cornering close to the limit of its capable Dunlop's Ds. Stopping power was excellent, too. The
twin discs and four-pot Tokico calipers gave power and control up front, backed up by the
single rear disc. The visually unchanged Suzuki lacks the style and agility of similarly priced
bikes such as the revamped Hornet and Z But Suzuki's updates have added sophistication and
performance while retaining the image, character and grunt that those smaller fours can't
match. The big Bandit's popularity looks set to continue, and deservedly so. Source Roland
Brown. Home Manufacturer Contact. Make Model. Four stroke, transverse four cylinder, DOHC,
4 valves per cylinder. Bore x Stroke. Cooling System. Liquid cooled. Compression Ratio. Wet
sump. Fuel Injection. Digital transistorized. Max Power. Max Torque. Wet, multiple discs,
hydraulic operated. Final Drive. Steel, Double cradle frame. Front Suspension. Telescopic, coil
spring, oil damped. Front Wheel Travel. Rear Suspension. Link type, coil spring, oil damped.
Rear Wheel Travel. Front Brakes. Rear Brakes. Single mm disc, ABS. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Seat
Height. Ground clearance. Dry Weight. Wet Weight. Fuel Capacity. It seemed like a pretty good

comparison. Suzuki had just launched a revamped and boosted capacity Bandit , while
Kawasaki had just introduced a half-faired, more touring-friendly version of their Z, the ZS.
However, Kawasaki did have one of the unfaired Z models and would we like that instead? At
least that just about levels up the price tag difference. But instead of seeing a GSX-R motor in
the model, we get a 56cc capacity boost thanks to a bigger bore and a styling makeover. But
then why mess with a good thing? The seat adjuster will offer either a or mm seat height
achieved by reinstalling the rubber under-seat cushions upside down , whereas the bars can be
moved up and closer to the rider by 10 mm by using spacers that come with the bike. The length
of the litre tank has been shortened by 30 mm and the frame side rails tucked in, making the
bike narrower and so easier for the rider to reach the ground. The motor is also hung from the
steel frame and used as a stressed member and the suspension and brakes are of lower spec
than the Strangely, Kawasaki claims the same dry weight of Kg what about the fairing? Rubber
mounting helps to keep the vibes at bay â€¦ well, okay, there are some noticeable above 7 thou
on the highway, which will result in some tingling in the hands over the long haul, but if you get
on the Bandit after the Zed, it feels bodaciously smooth in comparison. The power delivery is
smooth and linear, with a bit of a surge around 7, â€” which is also the point when any vibration
becomes more noticeable. The party will eventually come to an end around 10,, with the parents
coming home and kicking everyone out at the 12, redline. The power delivery really comes on
around 4, â€” with a noticeable boost at 7, â€” and continues all the way to 11, rpm, with a
redline at 11, â€” although it will over-rev all the way to 13, if you let it. What is with that
vibration??? Granted, the Bandit does suffer from some, but the Zed is almost tortuous in its
high frequency buzzing â€” not helped by the fact that the motor is a stressed member and so
cannot be rubber mounted. Anyway, I guess this issue only applies to the sausage sex,
although there were no ladies present to find out if blender-like vibrations actually work for the
other half of the population. Both gearboxes are quite acceptable. The Bandit is the slickest of
the two but would occasionally let itself get a bit sloppy and drop into a false neutral. Swings
and roundabouts really, with the occasional slide and monkey bars thrown in for good measure.
On both bikes the front suspension comes with preload adjustability, with the rear getting both
preload and rebound. I found the suspension to be perfectly adequate for what I expected the
bikes to do, although the Zed shows its sportbike pretensions more, with a much harsher ride.
In contrast, the Bandit is a much softer set-up, but has enough range to be able to absorb the
bumps yet not get all squirrelly when pushed in the corners. Brakes are good on both. Although
not cutting edge, they both have a linear and progressive action and came through when
needed. Talking of which, it works really well â€¦ on a good surface! In the dry and on asphalt all
you would feel was a slight pulsing at the lever, otherwise it just kept on braking. However, I did
manage to get a lurid front-end slide while braking hard on a painted stop line yeah, I left that
one a bit late and I did get the occasional squeal from the rear just before the ABS cut in. The
problem with naked bikes is that they are â€¦ err, naked. However, it seems to be significantly
less effective than its previous design, with my neck muscles starting to feel a little worked at
anything above The Zed causes arse pain almost immediately though, so another point for the
Bandito. Another thing to note about the Zed is its Buell-like riding sensation. It gives a kind of
cool flying sensation, only without the need to drop acid first. The mirrors were a bit of a mixed
bag, with the Zed being relatively useless thanks to mix of poor positioning the lhs one being
almost totally obliterated by my arm and blurring when you hit the vibey patch. The Bandit feels
altogether a bit looser, not helped by its fitted centre-stand that would occasionally dig in on the
sweeping corner before the home-straight, resulting in some entertaining sideways action. Well,
entertaining to onlookers anyways. The Z is unencumbered by such practicalities however, and
the extra clearance, stiffer suspension and more ferocious power delivery gives a much better
point and shoot ability out of the corners. However, if pushed hard enough, things do begin to
touch down and eventually you do find the limit of the tires, albeit with a relatively controlled
sliding behaviour. Remember Harris â€” street tires!!! Braking on both bikes proved to be more
than adequate in track scenarios, with the ABS on the Bandit proving to be predictable and
subtle enough not to spoil the moment. Not a deal killer, but it would occasionally mess up what
should have been a perfectly glorious corner. Overall the Zed has the feel of a stripped-down
racer â€” purposeful, but demanding. In comparison, the Bandit has a friendlier air to it. Tired,
with the hips of a 90 year old, the spaciousness and friendly nature of the Bandit shone
through. It was just a delight to ride â€” slower than the Zed for sure, but that is exactly where I
was at. To sum it up, I was slightly faster on the Zed, but slightly happier on the Bandit. The Z is
a naked sportbike â€” fast and furious power delivery, with stiff suspension and an all-round
aggressive feel. You also end up using the gearbox a lot more. The same goes for the overall
ride â€” the Bandit being more comfy, relaxed and happier to do the miles though it is let down
somewhat by a less than perfect fairing and seat. I can ride slow ish and still enjoy myself on

the Bandit. Keeping in with the sport-touring feel and greater real-world usability, Suzuki have
also thought about a passenger with a decent peg height, seat and grab rail. Phone Thanks
again to the friendly folks at the Comfort Inn in Belleville for providing us with accommodation
on the night before our track day at Shannonville. Engine type. Final drive. Tires, front. Tires,
rear. Brakes, front. Slightly bigger front brakes and a smaller rear still capable, but not too
sensitive give the edge to the Zed. Brakes, rear. Seat height. Dry weight claimed. Horsepower
crank â€” claimed. The figures show a much larger gap in performance than the bikes feel on
the road. Torque claimed. Given power outputs, nothing too surprising here. Canada Moto
Guide is here to provide motorcycle news, reviews and features from a Canadian and often
rather warped perspective. Contact us: info canadamotoguide. Sign in. Log into your account.
Forgot your password? Password recovery. Recover your password. Get help. Canada Moto
Guide. Motorcycles Test Rides. A good road and a good day â€” time for a comparo. Kawasaki
have gone for a quite extreme look for their Z, with an angular, squat and muscle bound styling.
Z gets a more modern liquid-cooled mill. Not sure about the brown highlights though. The Zed
pipe howls! Bandit left, Z right. Rear brake would squeal just before the ABS cut-in. Zed
minimalism. The Zed likes to point-and-shoot out of corners. Phone Thanks ag
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ain to the friendly folks at the Comfort Inn in Belleville for providing us with accommodation on
the night before our track day at Shannonville. The Z gets a 92 cc advantage. Not much in it â€¦
if anything. Zed gets the bigger rear tire for more sporty look. Personally I think it should be
illegal to sell bikes with a seat height lower than mm, but then I could be biased. The colours of
choice? I like adjustable seats. Good for practicality, but a bitch on the track. Join the
conversation! Cancel reply. Read more. You've heard everyone else. Motorcycles sprout wings
and the industry is all a flutter. Can advances in aerodynamics make bikes better? Sorry, your
blog cannot share posts by email. Bandit digs in a bit easily. Bandit Not much in it. Inline dohc
four, liquid-cooled. Fuel Injection. Six speed, chain drive. Dual mm discs with 2 piston calipers.
Single mm disc with 2 piston caliper. Single mm disc with single piston caliper. Blue or Red.
Fuel economy. Tank capacity. Fuel range.

